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a b s t r a c t

We report the global analysis of methane (12CH4) lines from high resolution rovibrational spectra includ-

ing accurate line positions and intensities in the region 0–4800 cm�1. This covers four polyads: The

Ground State Monad (rotational levels), the Dyad (940–1850 cm�1, 2 vibrational levels, 2 sublevels),

the Pentad (2150–3350 cm�1, 5 vibrational levels, 9 sublevels) and the Octad (3550–4800 cm�1, 8 vibra-

tional levels, 24 sublevels) and some of the associated hot bands (Pentad–Dyad and Octad–Dyad). New

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of the Pentad and Octad regions have been recorded with a very

high resolution (better than 0.001 cm�1 instrumental bandwidth, unapodized) at 78 K using the Bruker

IFS 125 HR Zürich prototype (ZP2001) spectrometer in combination with a long optical path collisional

cooling system [S. Albert, S. Bauerecker, M. Quack, A. Steinlin, Mol. Phys. 105 (2007) 541]. Existing spectra

previously recorded with the FTIR spectrometer at the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak in Arizona

were remeasured selectively to provide new intensities and positions of weaker lines above 4400 cm�1.

These were combined with previously reported absorption data from FTIR and laser absorption, as well as

high-resolution stimulated Raman and microwave spectra. The effective hamiltonian was expanded up to

order 6 for the Ground State, order 6 for the Dyad, order 5 for the Pentad and order 5 for the Octad. A total

of 16,738 line positions were used in the least squares adjustment characterized by the following global

root mean square deviations dRMS for line positions: 1.3 � 10�4 cm�1 for the Dyad, 6.0 � 10�4 cm�1 for

the Pentad, and 3.5 � 10�3 cm�1 for the Octad. Absolute intensities were also analyzed for all the cold

bands and some of the hot bands in the region under consideration and we obtained dRMS = 9.6% including

3262 experimental line intensities for the Octad. This analysis represents a large improvement over the

previous one [J.-C. Hilico, O. Robert, M. Loëte, S. Toumi, A.S. Pine, L.R. Brown, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 208 (2001)

1] with dRMS = 0.041 cm�1 for positions and 15.6% for intensities in the Octad for a smaller data set. The

new results are discussed as benchmarks in relation to accurate potential energy hypersurfaces and for

atmospheric and planetary spectra.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Methane (CH4) is the prototypical hydrocarbon, which is impor-

tant in numerous fields of science. One may name here its funda-

mental role in the history of our understanding of three

dimensional molecular structures and chemical bonding [1–3],

leading today to the formulation of accurate potential energy

hypersurfaces for molecular quantum dynamics [4–9]. The meth-

ane molecule has been an important example for studies of time

dependent intramolecular quantum wavepacket dynamics [10,11]

as well as an example for fully 9-dimensional calculations of time

independent vibrational quantum eigenstates [12]. Methane has

also been repeatedly used as testing ground for accurate ab initio

electronic structure calculations [13–15]. CH4 has been a classic

case for the study of nuclear spin symmetry conservation [16].

The subtle balance of electric dipole moments leading to the small

electric dipole moment of methane isotopomers CH3D, CH2D2 and

CHD3 has been a long standing problem [17–23] resolved only re-

cently [4,5,17]. At the most fundamental level, the possible role of

the parity violating electroweak interaction in relation to methane

stereomutation has been discussed as well [24–26].

Towards more applied sciences, methane plays a crucial role in

fields such as geosciences, reaction kinetics and combustion
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science, chemical technology of hydrogen generation, biotechnol-

ogy, astrophysics, atmospheric and environmental science to name

but a few. On Earth, CH4 is the main constituent of natural gas and

excepting H2O it is the second most important greenhouse gas

(after carbon dioxide) responsible for the present global warming,

as established in Annex B of the Kyoto protocol and demonstrated

by many studies [27]. CH4 is also an important constituent of var-

ious planetary atmospheres, like those of the Giant Planets (Jupiter

[28,29], Saturn [30], Uranus [31] and Neptune [32]), of Titan (Sat-

urn’s main satellite) [33–37], Triton (Neptune’s main satellite) and

Pluto [38]. It is even suspected to be present in Mars’ atmosphere

[39]. It is also likely to be abundant in some of the newly-discov-

ered extrasolar planets (the so-called ‘‘hot jupiters”) and brown

dwarfs. As a matter of fact, the discovery of methane in the atmo-

sphere of exoplanet HD 189733b has been reported very recently

[40].

Since infrared spectroscopy is generally the best diagnostic tool

to study CH4 in these environments, it appears essential to be able

to model its absorption very precisely. This is true for the study of

methane itself (i.e. its distribution, sources and sinks) but also for

the determination of physical conditions, chemistry, optical prop-

erties and minor constituents of planetary atmospheres. A striking

example is Titan which is presently studied by the Cassini–Huy-

gens mission [33–37]. CH4 is present in significant amounts (a

few %) on Titan at temperatures reaching around 80 K and thus

the strong absorption bands make its atmosphere almost opaque,

the ground being visible from space only through the methane

transparency windows [36,37]. A correct interpretation of Titan’s

images, as well as the study of the many minor compounds respon-

sible for its complex hydrocarbon chemistry, require first a global

modeling of infrared absorption of CH4.

The vibrational spectroscopy of methane has been studied for a

long time [41–43]. Due to the high-symmetry of the molecule and

the related polyad structure of close lying levels [44] it is quite

complex. Indeed, the four normal mode frequencies mi of CH4 exhi-

bit an approximate relation of stretching and bending frequencies

with m1 � m3 � 2m2 � 2m4 resulting in vibrational levels being

grouped into polyads with levels of similar energy. The number

of interacting vibrational levels within each polyad increases rap-

idly with the polyad number, making the line-by-line assignment

analysis more and more difficult when progressing toward the near

infrared regions and above.

Fig. 1 shows a survey of the polyad energy level scheme for
12CH4 including a definition of the nomenclature. In the convention

used here, the polyads Pn are simply numbered with increasing en-

ergy starting with n = 0 for the Monad, n = 1 for the Dyad etc. In this

nomenclature the polyad number n gives roughly the number of

CH-bending quanta with pure bending excitation and n/2 roughly

the number of CH-stretching quanta with pure stretching excita-

tion. In an alternative nomenclature in the literature one uses

the polyad quantum number N = n/2, where one has then also

polyads with half odd integer index [45]. Fig. 1 shows also the

number of levels and sublevels within each polyad labeled with

Greek prefix for the number of levels (Monad for 1, Dyad for 2

etc.). The number of levels is obtained from counting simply har-

monic oscillator excitations with possible combinations of quanta

in the modes. However, starting with the Pentad, these levels split

into a larger number of vibrational sublevels of well defined sym-

metry species in the point group Td (A1, A2, E, F1, F2), 9 sublevels for

the Pentad and 24 for the Octad, see Section 3.1 below). Finally one

might also count the number of non-degenerate vibrational states

by giving each sublevel a degeneracy corresponding to its species

(1 for A, 2 for E and 3 for F). This would be relevant for the approx-

imate average total vibrational density of states which is roughly

the number of states in the polyad divided by the polyad width,

by definition less than a bending quantum if the polyads are sepa-

rated. This is relevant in statistical mechanics and kinetics. In many

applications, however, the density of vibrational states of a given

symmetry species including total parity are relevant [46–48].

The Ground State Monad of 12CH4 has been known for a long

time from its centrifugal distortion spectrum in the microwave

(Q branch) and THz (R branch) regions [49–53]. Intensities in the

THz region have been recently reinvestigated [54]. The Dyad

1100–1800 cm�1 region is now also very well understood

[55,56], including line positions and intensities and also many

studies concerning lineshapes, e.g. [57,30]. The Pentad from 2300

to 3300 cm�1 region has been modeled with high accuracy by

Hilico et al. [58]. The Octad from 3500 to 4700 cm�1 has been stud-
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Fig. 1. The vibrational polyads of methane. The ordinate gives the vibrational term value Gv measured from the Ground State zero point level (color online). (For

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ied in a preliminary analysis [59]. Nevertheless, the modeling of

this region, which is very important especially for planetary appli-

cations, has been insufficiently precise, with a global root mean

square deviation dRMS for line positions of 0.041 cm�1, which is

quite high considering the usual high resolution spectroscopic

standards. Moreover, the strategy employed to interpret the com-

plex near infrared spectrum of methane is to build upon the anal-

ysis and results of the low vibrational bands. For this we use

retrieved constants of a successfully modeled lower polyad to pre-

dict the structure expected for the next higher set of states.

Through successive analyses, we then construct a polyad ladder

that will permit the very complex regions at shorter wavelengths

to be understood. The 4800–6300 cm�1 region of the Tetradecad,

also of primary importance for many applications, has been ana-

lyzed only partially up to now [60], and its detailed investigation

awaits for a fully reliable hamiltonian parameter set for the poly-

ads below it. Highly accurate cw-CRD (cavity ring down) super-

sonic jet spectra of the Icosad [61] around 7500 cm�1 exist

already. Although some localized structure of prominent bands

can be assigned, even a preliminary analysis will require consider-

able effort. Finally we should also mention that measured positions

and intensities to up to 9200 cm�1 are available (i.e. through the

Triacontad [62]).

Given the importance of the topic in relation to the questions

mentioned above, it is the goal of the present work to provide a

essentially definitive global analysis of the infrared spectrum of

methane in the complete range from 0 to 4800 cm�1 covering all

polyads up to and including the Octad. The basis for this analysis

is provided by new highly accurate experimental results obtained

from the Zürich prototype (ZP2001) Bruker IFS 125 HR spectrome-

ter in combination with an enclosive flow cooling cell, providing

reduced Doppler widths at 78 K. These new results provide about

1400 accurate line positions and are combined with various exist-

ing line positions (about 11,800 data) and intensities (almost 4000

lines). The highly accurate parameters of the effective hamiltonian

resulting from a global least squares adjustment to the complete

data set will provide benchmark data for full-dimensional quan-

tum calculations [63,64] improving finally potential energy hyper-

surfaces [9]. Furthermore, they can be used for reliable simulations

of methane spectra under a variety of conditions ranging from

planetary atmospheres to flames. In addition, they enable im-

proved statistical mechanical partition function calculations in

view of thermodynamical ideal gas properties [65] or for improved

calculations of statistical kinetics [66,67]. Finally, complete and

reliable calculations of methane line intensities and frequencies

based on the present work will improve the remote sensing of

the terrestrial and planetary atmospheres.

The present work will also be a reliable starting point for trac-

table analysis of the 12CH4 Tetradecad and Icosad spectra. As men-

tioned above, highly accurate measurements exist already but with

only very preliminary analyses [61,68]. A preliminary account of

parts of the present global analysis had been given in [69].

Section 2 describes the various experimental data sets used in

the present study. Section 3 recalls the theoretical model used

for methane. In Sections 4 and 5, we present the results of the

new fits for line positions and intensities, respectively, and discuss

them in Section 6.

2. Experimental data

Table 1 provides for convenience a summary of available spec-

troscopic data relevant for the present work on 12CH4. These in-

clude new experimental results based on the Zürich cooling cell-

FTIR experiments [70]. We shall in the following describe the

new measurements of the present work, as well as the other data

used in the analysis, partly available from the literature cited. This

will provide a concise summary of the complete database used. The

line frequencies and intensities used in the least squares adjust-

ment as well as the corresponding quantities calculated from the

effective hamiltonian resulting from a global least squares adjust-

ment can be found in the tables of the Appendix published as Sup-

plementary material [71].

2.1. New high-resolution spectra in the Pentad and Octad regions at

78 K

The cold cell FTIR spectra of CH4 and its isotopomers 13CH4, CH3D,

CH2D2 and CD3H were measured at 78 K in a collisional and enclo-

sive cooling cell systemdescribed in detail in [70] designed as amul-

tireflection White-type cell [72]. Table 2 shows the measurement

conditions. The cooling cell is connected via an evacuatable transfer

optics chamber to the external parallel port of the Zürich 2001 pro-

totype of the IFS125 Bruker spectrometer allowing for a maximum

optical path difference (MOPD) of 10 m in the interferometer [73–

75] with a best possible bandwidth (FWHM, unapodized) of about

Table 1

Experimental overview of 12CH4 infrared measurements used.

Dyad and Pentad–Dyad

region

Pentad and Octad–Dyad region Octad region

Previous work New cold data Previous work New cold data

Spectral range 1800–5500 1800–5500, 3500–7300

covered/cm�1 1100–2600 [56] [58,84,85,113,109] 2750–5600 [80,114,115,59,62] 2750–7800

Unapodized resolution/cm�1 0.0056, 0.011 [56] 0.011 [58,109], 0.0027–0.004 0.011 0.004-0.005

(instrum. band width FWHM) 0.0004 [85,113,109] [80,114,115,59,62]

# of spectra for line intensities 24 [82] 14 [84,85,113,109] 14 [80,114,115,59,62]

Path length/m 0.027–433 [56] 0.05–433 [58,109] 5–10 0.25–433, 8.3–40.3 5–10

[80,114,115,59,62] 5–10

Pressure/ torra 0.3–19.5 [56] 0.41–10.1 [84,85,113,109] 2.1–4.3 3.4–17, 0.1–1.0 2.1–4.3

Exp. uncertainties of intensities 3% 3% 3%

for unblended assigned lines [81,83] [58,84,85,113,109] [80,114,115,59,62]

Calibration H2O [116] CH4
b [117] CO [118] CH4, H2O [78] CO, N2O [118,119] CH4, H2O [78]

Exp. uncertainties of line positions Absolute 0.0001 [78] 0.0002 Absolute 0.0001 [78]

for unblended lines/cm�1 0.00008 [56] 0.0002 [58,109] Relative 0.000001c [80,114,115,59,62] Relative 0.000001c

Temperature/K 298–305 [56] 298–305[58,84,85,113,109] 78 298 [80,114,115,59,62] 78

# of positions used 2610 6135 – 11,842 1386

a 1 Torr ’ 133.322 Pa [79].
b P branch of m3 using [117]; J. W. Brault, private communication.
c This work.
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0.0007 cm�1. The FTIR spectrum of CH4 has been recorded in four

different regions ranging from 2750 to 8000 cm�1. The nominal res-

olution, defined as 1/MOPD (maximumoptical path difference) ran-

ged from 0.0027 cm�1 at 3000 cm�1 to 0.005 cm�1 at 8000 cm�1.

Apertures between 0.8 and 1.0 mm were used. The actual instru-

mental bandwidth (FWHM, unapodized) is somewhat smaller than

this nominal bandwidth [74].

The temperature and the pressure can be independently ad-

justed between 4 and 400 K and between 0.01 and 3000 mbar with

the cooling system used in the present work. This covers atmo-

spheric and many extraterrestrial basic conditions. The collisional

cooling cell can be operated in different modes. The simplest is

the static mode. A coolant such as liquid nitrogen is filled into

the Dewar vessel and cools the cell to a fixed temperature. In the

vapor pressure limited mode, the cell temperature is exactly ad-

justed by heating corresponding to the desired pressure of the

sample. Further, in the enclosive flow mode the sample gas is con-

tinuously injected into the cell while the buffer gas flows radially

from the whole inner cell wall into the cell, and minimizes wall

contacts of the sample gas [76,77].

In the present investigation the collisional cooling cell was used

in the static mode with liquid nitrogen as coolant. The CH4 spectra

shown in Figs. 2, 4 and 5 were taken at 78 K (as most of the spectra

used here) with path lengths ranging from 5 to 10 m. The sample

pressures of the mixtures of CH4 and helium ranged from 280 to

570 Pa where the CH4 pressure was kept around 40 Pa. Pressure

broadening can be neglected under these conditions. All spectra

were self-apodized and were recorded with instrumental widths

below the Doppler widths ranging from 0.0046 cm�1 at 78 K and

2900 cm�1 to 0.0123 cm�1 at 78 K and 7800 cm�1. Table 2 shows

the measurement parameters. The relative wavenumber uncer-

tainty of the line positions is 10�6 for the Bruker IFS 125 Zurich

prototype 2001 spectrometer. In order to obtain the absolute

wavenumber accuracy the spectra were calibrated with CH4 and

H2O line positions from the HITRAN database [78]. The absolute

wavenumber accuracy is estimated to be better than

0.0001 cm�1. Fig. 2 provides a survey of the cold spectra.

2.2. Intensity measurements in the Octad region

In the study of Hilico et al. [59], 7930 Octad positions and 2506

line intensities were selected from a set of retrievals for over 6000

spectral lines between 3700 and 4700 cm�1. However, no assign-

ments were known for several hundred isolated lines. The

improvement of the Octad prediction permitted

1. the assignment of several hundred existing measurements and

2. new retrievals specifically targeting weaker transitions of

under-represented bands and higher J values in crowded por-

tions of the spectrum.

Most of the new values were found above 4400 cm�1 and had line

intensities below 2.5 � 10�4 cm�2 atm�1 at 296 K (see [79] for var-

ious conversions to other intensity units). In all, more than 800

new Octad intensities were added to the master collection. It

should be noted that the most recent re-measured stronger lines

of the Octad reported by Predoi-Cross et al. [80] and unpublished

weaker lines from Brown [62] are not included in the present anal-

ysis. These might be considered when a future improvement in the

model can be achieved, but we do not expect substantial changes

from including these data.

2.3. Other sources of experimental data

During the last 30 years, the infrared spectrum of methane has

been examined using numerous high resolution spectra recorded

with FTIR and laser spectrometers. With high signal to noise data

and retrievals being done by curve-fitting (e.g. [81]), the resulting

observed values for the well-isolated transitions were of sufficient

accuracies (better than 0.0004 cm�1 for positions and 3% for line

intensities) to motivate better theoretical modeling. In Table 1,

we give a general overview including previously collected 12CH4

positions and line intensities still available electronically for the

Dyad, Pentad and Octad regions.

2.3.1. Infrared line positions and intensities

The majority of the line positions and intensities in the infrared

were obtained at room temperatures with the FTS located at the

National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak in Arizona. Altogether,

more than 20,000 liness were measured by curve-fitting. Of these,

some 1700 Dyad and Pentad–Dyad transitions were selected for

modeling, while over 6000 transitions were included for the Pen-

tad and Octad–Pentad bands. The data for the Octad region were

discussed in Section 2.2. The Kitt Peak FTS data were obtained at

lower resolution but because of the higher temperature each spec-

trum covered a wider spectral interval with sufficient overlap to

check the internal consistency of line positions and intensities for

the three polyads.

The accuracies of the line positions were limited by the signal to

noise ratio of the spectra and the combination of room tempera-

ture Doppler widths and instrumental widths. The signal to noise

ratio of the Dyad data was often 300:1 because Ar-doped Si detec-

tors were used. Better signal to noise ratios were obtained using

InSb detectors in both the Pentad and Octad regions, but the

increasing Doppler widths, higher instrumental bandwidths

(0.01 cm�1 rather than about 0.005 cm�1) and increasing complex-

ity and density of the spectrum resulted in accuracies that varied

from 0.0001 cm�1 to 0.0030 cm�1.

The accuracies of line intensities were thought to be 3% or bet-

ter for stronger well isolated features, but the quality degraded

rapidly for blended lines. Efforts were made to filter out the worst

values and retain lines good to at least ±10%, although measure-

ments with slightly poorer accuracies were included for the very

weakest sublevels of the Octad. Further details can be seen in the

original publications [59,80–83].

Additional values were taken from the laser studies by Pine who

provided intensities of the allowed m3 transitions [84,85]. In addi-

tion, spectra at room temperature and at low temperature were re-

Table 2

Experimental details for the cold sample spectra of 12CH4.

Regiona Res. Source Opt. filter Apert./mm mmir./kHz El. filter Path pb/Pa # scans coadded T/K
~m/cm�1 d~m/cm�1 d~mopt/cm

�1 d~mel/cm
�1 l/m

2900–3700 0.0027 Globar 3000–3600 1.0 40 2370–3950 5 570 100 78

3200–4600 0.0033 Tungsten 3350–4450 1.0 40 2765–5529 5 460 117 78

4200–5600 0.0040 Tungsten 4350–5500 1.0 40 2765–7109 10 280 120 78

5200–6400 0.0047 Tungsten 5350–6350 1.0 40 3950–7109 10 280 200 78

6200–8100 0.0050 Tungsten 6250–8000 0.8 40 3950–13823 10 290 160 78

a All experiments summarized here used KBr windows, Si:CaF2 beamsplitter and liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detector.
b Pressure of a mixture of CH4 and He.
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ported for the 3m4 band [59] which provided line positions, inten-

sities and estimated lower state energies. These line intensities

were thought to be accurate to 1%.

Finally, line parameters for R(17) through R(22) of m3 were mea-

sured by Grigoriev et al. [86] who used a Bruker HR 120 FT spec-

trometer; the accuracies of these line positions and intensities

were estimated to be 0.0005 cm�1 and 3%, respectively, for un-

blended lines.

2.3.2. Raman line positions

We used 146 Raman line positions in the Pentad region (they

are in fact lines from the m1 fundamental band). They consist either

in stimulated Raman lines from the Madrid group [87] or in CARS

lines from the Dijon group [88].

2.3.3. Microwave line positions

We also included in the fit some rotational microwave data in

different vibrational states:

1. In the Ground State (GS–GS transitions) we used 37 lines

from Oldani et al. [89] and 8 unpublished lines from Dreizler

[90].

2. In the v4 = 1 state (Dyad–Dyad transitions), we used 14 lines

from Hilico et al. [91] and 6 lines from Oldani et al. [53].
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Fig. 2. Overview spectra of 12CH4 in the region 2750–7800 cm�1 recorded at 78 K (ETH spectra).
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3. In the v3 = 1 state (Pentad–Pentad transitions), we used 15 lines

from Pursell and Weliky [92] and 2 lines from Takami et al. [93]

just as it was already done in Ref. [58] for the analysis of the

Pentad system alone.

The small number of these rotational lines is compensated by

their high precision, as will be discussed later. In the global fit pre-

sented below, these data mainly determined the Ground State tet-

rahedral constants (but the infrared data also contributed to the fit

of the Ground State scalar constants).

3. Theory

3.1. The polyads of methane

As all XY4 tetrahedral molecules, methane has four normal

modes of vibration. They can be labeled by irreducible representa-

tions (irreps) of the Td point group, according to the symmetry of

the associated normal coordinates. We have thus: m1(A1), m3(F2)
(stretching modes), m2(E) and m4(F2) (bending modes). m1(A1) is a

non-degenerate oscillator, while m2(E) is doubly degenerate and

m3(F2) and m4(F2) are triply degenerate. The fundamental frequen-

cies exhibit a simple approximate relation,

m1ðA1Þwm3ðF2Þw2m2ðEÞw2m4ðF2Þ ð1Þ

which leads to a well-defined polyad structure, with each polyad Pn
defined by the integer n as

n ¼ 2ðv1 þ v3Þ þ v2 þ v4; ð2Þ

where the vi = 0,1,2, . . . (i = 1–4) are the vibrational quantum num-

bers. P0 is the Ground State (GS) – or Monad. Each set (v1, v2, v3, v4)

defines a vibrational level. Due to the degeneracy of three of the nor-

mal vibrations, each vibrational level contains a certain number of

vibrational sublevels, whose symmetries can be found by means of

group theoretical methods [43]. For instance, in polyad P2, m2 + m4,
i.e. the (0, 1, 0, 1) level has two sublevels, since E � F2 = F1 � F2; in

polyad P4, the m2 + m3 + m4, i.e. the (0, 1, 1, 1) level has eight sublevels,

since E � F2 � F2 = A1 � A2 � 2E � 2F1 � 2F2, etc. Fig. 1 shows sche-

matically the first 10 polyads of CH4 with the number of interacting

vibrational levels and sublevels for each of them.

3.2. Tensorial model for the hamiltonian

The theoretical model used in this paper is based on the tetra-

hedral tensorial formalism and the vibrational extrapolation meth-

ods developed in Dijon. These methods have already been

explained, for example, in Refs. [94–99], and the reader should re-

fer to these publications for details concerning notations and oper-

ator constructions. We wish here, however, to stress the main

characteristics of this approach.

Let us consider an XY4 molecule for which the vibrational levels

are grouped in a series of polyads Pk(k = 0, � � �, n) as defined above.

Consequently, we assume that intra-polyad interactions are strong

and should be treated exactly, while inter-polyad interactions can

be considered as small perturbations. After performing contact

transformations in order to eliminate inter-polyad interactions,

the resulting effective hamiltonian operator can be put in the fol-

lowing form:

fH ¼ fHfP0g þ fHfP1g þ � � � þ fHfPkg þ � � � ; ð3Þ

where each fHfPkg term contains rovibrational operators which have

vanishing matrix elements within the Pk0<k basis sets and is ex-

panded in the form

fHfPkg ¼
X

all indices

~t
XðK;nCÞCvCv0
fsgfs0g T

XðK;nCÞCvCv0
fsgfs0g : ð4Þ

In this equation the etXðK;nCÞCvCv0
fsgfs0g are the effective hamiltonian

parameters to be determined by fitting experimental line positions

and the T
XðK;nCÞCvCv0
fsgfs0g are rovibrational operators defined as

T
XðK;nCÞCvC

0
v

fsgfs0g ¼ b eV
CvCv0 ðCÞ
fsgfs0g � RXðK;nCÞ

h iðA1Þ
; ð5Þ

where b is a numerical factor equal to
ffiffiffi
3

p
ð�

ffiffiffi
3

p
=4ÞX=2 if (K,nC) = (0,

0A1), and equal to 1 otherwise (this is used to let the low order

parameters match the ‘‘usual” notation, like ~t2ð0;0A1ÞA1A1

f0gf0g � B0 for

the J2 term in fHfP0g, etc). As shown by Eq. (5), the rovibrational

operators T
XðK;nCÞCvCv0
fsgfs0g are obtained by the totally symmetric cou-

pling of a rotational operator RX(K,nC) with a vibrational operator
eV

CvCv0 ðCÞ
fsgfs0g .

Vibrational operators eV
CvCv0 ðCÞ
fsgfsg are constructed by recursive

couplings of elementary creation (a+) and annihilation (a) opera-

tors for each normal mode. e = ± 1 is the parity under time reversal.

In practice, different construction rules are possible. The coupling

scheme used in the STDS software [100] is described in Ref. [96];

the one used in the MIRS software is described in Ref. [98]. Opera-

tors in both schemes can be deduced from each other through lin-

ear unitary transformations. Let us call Xv the degree in a or a+

operators. Rotational operators RX(K,nC) are also built recursively

from successive couplings of the elementary tensor R1(1) = 2J using

the method of Moret-Bailly [101,102] and Zĥilinskií [103]. They are

symmetrized using the O(3)	Td orientation matrix defined in

[104,105]. X is the degree in Jx, Jy or Jz operators and we have thus

necessarily:

e ¼ ð�1ÞX; ð6Þ

so that each hamiltonian operator in Eq. (5) is invariant under time

reversal. The order of each individual term in Eq. (5) is defined as

OH ¼ XþXv � 2: ð7Þ

The effective hamiltonian for polyad Pn is obtained by projecting fH
in the Pn Hilbert subspace, i.e.,

eHhPni ¼ PhPnifHPhPni ¼ eHhPni
fP0g þ � � � þ eHhPni

fPkg þ � � � þ eHhPni
fPng: ð8Þ

This corresponds to the so-called ‘‘vibrational extrapolation”: the

effective hamiltonian for a given polyad contains all the parameters

for the lower polyads. This kind of ‘‘encapsulation” of the effective

hamiltonian parameters has some important consequences:

1. One can analyse molecular spectra by climbing up the polyad

ladder, one polyad after the other. Each time a new polyad is

studied, the terms that are added to the effective hamiltonian

consist, in principle, in smaller contributions accounting for

vibrational corrections of the lower polyad terms.

2. Moreover, this approach is well suited to global analyses of a

series of polyads, leading to a unique parameter set for the whole

set of molecular levels. To give a simple example to illustrate

this concept, when fitting simultaneously a series of polyads

P0, P1,P2,P3, . . . , the rotational constant B0 is determined through

the data from all the polyads. It is the parameter of the J2 term

in fHfP0g. All other parameters associated to J2 terms in fHfPk>0g
correspond to variations of the rotational constant relative to B0
for the vibrational sublevels under consideration (that is, to

quantities like Bv�B0).

3. Performing a global fit in this way, the parameters of any of the

lowest polyads contributions fHfPkg are not only determined by

Pk experimental data sets, but also by all Pk0>k experimental data

sets that are included in the fit (but not by the Pk0<k experimen-

tal data sets), up to an extent depending, of course, on the order

of development used for the upper polyads. For instance, as we

will show later in the analysis part, in a global analysis of the P0
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to P3 polyads, P1 (Dyad) parameters are determined by P2 (Pen-

tad) and P3 (Octad) data (but not by P0 (GS) data). Therefore,

each time a new polyad is considered, it is not wise to study

it alone, but rather to include it in a new global analysis with

the whole parameter set being refined.

Two important additional remarks should be kept in mind; they

are common to any spectroscopic analysis (whichever formal-

ism is used) but it is useful to recall these points here:

4. Only effective hamiltonian parameters can be determined by fit-

ting experimental data. In order to perform a spectroscopic

analysis, the effective hamiltonian (as the one defined above)

can be directly expanded with the correct form (simply by

ignoring inter-polyad interaction terms) and it is not necessary

to explicitly perform the contact transformation which links it

to the ‘‘exact” (untransformed) hamiltonian.

5. However, when trying to recover molecular parameters (e.g.

potential surface parameters) from the results of a rovibrational

analysis, it becomes necessary to perform the contact transfor-

mation analytically, or, in other words, to determine explicitly

which reduction has been used when analyzing the experimen-

tal data. In complex systems such as methane polyads, this can

be an extremely hard task. A numerical transformation is also

possible and its nature has been discussed for a special (Fermi

resonance) part of the hamiltonian in [45].

The present work being dedicated to the simultaneous analysis

of cold and hot bands implying polyads P0 to P3 of 12CH4, we will

thus use the following effective hamiltonian:

eHhOctadi ¼eHhP3i
fP0g þ eHhP3i

fP1g þ eHhP3i
fP2g þ eHhP3i

fP3g

¼eHhOctadi
fGSg þ eHhOctadi

fDyadg þ eHhOctadi
fPentadg þ eHhOctadi

fOctadg: ð9Þ

Matrix elements of the effective hamiltonian are calculated in a

coupled rovibrational basis using the Wigner–Eckart theorem and

uncoupling tensorial relations [99]. The initial rovibrational basis

set is defined as

Urvrj j ¼ WðJ;nCrÞ
r �WðfsgCvÞ

v

� �ðCÞ

r

����
�
: ð10Þ

Table 3

Number of parameters in the effective hamiltonian for the different orders. Numbers

in parentheses indicate the number of fitted parameters in each case; non-fitted

parameters are fixed to zero.

Order eHhOctadi
fGSg

eHhOctadi
fDyadg

eHhOctadi
fPentadg

eHhOctadi
fOctadg

eHhOctadi

0 1 (1) 2 (2) 2 (2) 0 (0) 5 (5)

1 0 (0) 2 (2) 5 (5) 0 (0) 7 (7)

2 2 (2) 6 (5) 21 (19) 13 (13) 42 (39)

3 0 (0) 6 (6) 35 (28) 57 (49) 98 (83)

4 3 (3) 13 (12) 71 (59) 183 (152) 270 (226)

5 0 (0) 11 (9) 94 (75) 342 (282) 448 (366)

6 4 (4) 22 (17) 0 (0) 0 (0) 26 (21)

Total 10 (10) 62 (53) 228 (188) 596 (496) 896 (747)
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Fig. 3. Observed–calculated line positions and fit statistics for the different transitions studied.
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WðJ;nCrÞ
rrr

is a symmetrized rotational function while WðfsgCvÞ
vrv

is a cou-

pled vibrational basis containing the functions relevant for 4 normal

modes of vibration,

WðfsgCvÞ
vrv

���
E
¼ WðA1Þ

v1
�Wðl2 ;C2Þ

v2
�Wðl3 ;n3C3Þ

v3

� �ðC23Þ �Wðl4 ;n4C4Þ
v4

� �ðCvÞ

rv

�����

+
:

ð11Þ

Here, l2, l3 and l4 are the usual vibrational angular momentum

quantum numbers for degenerate vibrations and n3 and n4 are

multiplicity indexes.

The effective hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized numerically,

and this leads to eigenfunctions obtained from

~Heff WJ;C;a
r i

�� ¼ E WJ;C;a
r i;

�� ð12Þ

where a = 1,2, . . . numbers functions with the same symmetry C in a

given J block. It should be noticed that n, the polyad number, J and C

are, strictly speaking, the only true quantum numbers disregarding

hyperfine interactions. a has no particular physical meaning. It is

subject to fluctuations in the case of closely lying levels with same

n, J and C. Moreover, when considering a complex polyad with

strong couplings, the assignment of a level to a given vibration

can only be realized through projection onto the initial basis (Eq.

10); if the mixing between many levels becomes substantial, such

an assignment becomes meaningless.

3.3. Tensorial model for the dipole moment

In order to calculate transition intensities (in the case of infra-

red absorption spectroscopy), the effective electric dipole moment

operators are expanded using the same principles as discussed

above. The laboratory-fixed frame (LFF) components (H = X, Y

and Z) of the effective dipole moment l are expressed as [96,97]:

~lðA2Þ
H ¼

ffiffiffi
3

p X

m

h1;mjHi
X

fig

X

C

lfig Cð1;F1Þ �Mðfig;F2Þ
h iðA2Þ

: ð13Þ

The h1;mjHi are Stone coefficients [106], Cð1;F1Þ is the direction

cosines tensor and {i} denotes all the intermediate quantum num-

bers and symmetries. The l{i} are the parameters to be fitted using

experimental intensity measurements. The untransformed and

effective dipole moment operators are linked together through

the same transformation that leads to the effective hamiltonian

and this transformation is necessarily a sum of rovibrational oper-

ators [96]. Thus ~l is expanded in terms of rovibrational operators

Mðfig;F2Þ
c ¼ RXðK;nCrÞ � eV

CvCv0 ðCvÞ
fsgfs0g

� �ðF2Þ

c
; ð14Þ

where c = x,y,z are the molecule-fixed frame (MFF) components,

with

e ¼ ð�1ÞX: ð15Þ

In this case, the order of the development is defined as

Ol ¼ XþXv � 1: ð16Þ

The vibrational extrapolation presented above also plays a role

in this way of expanding the dipole moment. It allows the simulta-

neous analysis of cold and hot bands in a given spectral region. To

illustrate this concept, let us look at the example of the Dyad re-

gion that will be considered in the intensity analysis part. For the

Dyad–GS cold transitions, we have a dipole moment operator

which can be symbolically written as

~lhDyad—GSi ¼ ~lhDyad—GSi
fDyad—GSg: ð17Þ

For the Pentad–Dyad hot transitions, which lie, of course, in the

same spectral region, we have:

~lhPentad—Dyadi ¼ ~lhPentad—Dyadi
fDyad—GSg þ ~lhPentad—Dyadi

fPentad—Dyadg: ð18Þ
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But in this expression, we have:

~lhPentad—Dyadi
fDyad—GSg � ~lhDyad—GSi

fDyad—GSg: ð19Þ

In other words, in first approximation Dyad–GS and Pentad–

Dyad intensities share the same dipole moment parameters, the

term ~lhPentad—Dyadi
fPentad—Dyadg representing hot band specific terms of higher

order. In this case, it is thus wise to analyse Dyad–GS and Pen-

tad–Dyad intensities simultaneously.

In the Pentad and Octad regions, we only considered here cold

transition intensities, because of the lack of hot band measure-

ments, that is we used the effective dipole moments

~lhPentad—GSi ¼ ~lhPentad—GSi
fPentad—GSg ð20Þ

and

~lhOctad—GSi ¼ ~lhOctad—GSi
fOctad—GSg: ð21Þ
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We finally recall that the intensity Sfi of the dipole transition be-

tween the molecular rovibrational states ~Ui (with energy Ei) and ~Uf

(with energy Ef) is calculated through

Sfi ¼ K figie
�hcEi

kT

X

Mi ;Mf

eUi

D ���~lZ
eUf

���
E���
���
2

; ð22Þ

where Kif is a numerical coefficient depending on the transition fre-

quency ~mfi and on the temperature T through the partition function

Q(T); it also includes correction Ia to 100% 12CH4 abundance:

K fi ¼
8p3

hc

Ia
4pe0

~mfi
QðTÞ 1� e�

hc~mfi
kT

� �
: ð23Þ

gi is the spin statistical weight of state ~Ui. The sum is realized over

the spherical components Mi and Mf of the two states in the LFF.

Line intensities are expressed in a variety of units [107]. We used

here cm�2 atm�1 at 296 K. This can be related to the fundamental

integrated absorption cross section Gfi ¼
R
rfið~mÞ~m�1d~m following

[79] where rfi is the measureable absorption cross section for the

transition i? f. Concerning the relation of the effective and true di-
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pole moments [9] the discussion follows the one on potentials. It

should be emphasized that our tensorial formulation ensures a full

consistency between the effective hamiltonian and the effective

transition moments. Not only the formal expressions but also the

numerical values of effective transition moment parameters are

consistent with the effective hamiltonian and its implicit reduction

(see Section 5 hereafter).

4. Analysis of line positions

~HhOctadi
fGSg , eHhOctadi

fDyadg ,
eHhOctadi

fPentadg and
eHhOctadi

fOctadg were expanded up to order

6, 6, 5 and 5, respectively. In previous works, eHhOctadi
fPentadg [58] and

eHhOctadi
fOctadg [59] were expanded up to order 4 only, except in [44] in

which order 5 was used for the Octad. Compared to [59], we thus

used an effective hamiltonian with 94 additional parameters for

the Pentad and 343 additional parameters for the Octad.

As already mentioned, we performed a simultaneous analysis of

the Ground State, the Dyad, the Pentad and the Octad, refining the

effective hamiltonian parameters for these four polyads using all

the available data cited in Section 2. Although our traditional for-

mat for tetrahedral molecule parameters is that used in the STDS

software [100], for the present study we performed most of the

analysis using the MIRS software [108,98] since, at the present

time, this one implements a much more powerful fit algorithm

than STDS; this is especially useful when dealing with complex

polyad systems and a large number of parameters. The relation be-

tween MIRS and STDS parameters is not completely straightfor-

ward to establish (this would require literal algebraic expansion

of all vibrational operators in both approaches). Instead, once the

MIRS fit was complete, we simply used the assignment files and

a partial parameter translation as a starting point for an STDS fit.

All parameters except for the 3m4 (band and its interactions were

converted exactly (because of limitations in the conversion pro-

gram). Then these were held fixed and 3m4 fitted. Energy levels ob-

tained from both programs were the same to within better than

10�4 cm�1. Such an agreement between two softwares written

independently represents a valuable check of the validity of both

implementations.

Table 4

Number of parameters in the effective dipole moment for the different transitions and

orders. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of fitted parameters in each

case; non-fitted parameters are fixed to zero.

Order elhPentad—Dyadi
fDyad—GSg elhPentad—Dyadi

fPentad—Dyadg elhPentad—GSi
fPentad—GSg elhOctad—GSi

fOctad—GSg

0 1 (1) 0 (0) 1 (1) 3 (3)

1 2 (2) 3 (3) 3 (3) 12 (12)

2 4 (4) 17 (16) 9 (9) 29 (27)

3 0 (0) 0 (0) 16 (16) 51 (38)

Total 7 (7) 20 (19) 29 (29) 95 (80)
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Fig. 9. Observed–calculated line intensities and fit statistics for the different transitions studied.
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In this way, it was possible to obtain STDS parameters and sta-

tistics. In the following, we present the STDS results; the MIRS

parameters can be obtained from the authors upon request.

Concerning assignments, we started with the list used in Ref.

[59] and corrected it step by step in the Octad region. The previous

Octad position assignments consisted mainly in data from the FTS

spectra recorded by Brown and laser spectra recorded by Pine. In

this work, 1386 new weak lines were added from the new ETH

spectrum taken at 78 K. This spectrum was also used to correct

erroneous assignments.

Table 3 indicates the number of parameters (total number and

fitted parameters) for each order and each part of the effective

hamiltonian. We used here a pragmatic approach: the non-fitted

parameters are those that could not be determined (i.e. those lead-

ing to an uncertainty larger than the parameter itself) and that

were thus fixed to zero. We did not attempt to algebraically deter-

mine the contact transformation that performs the reduction, since

this would be an enormously complex task as mentioned above. A

total of N = 16738 experimental line positions ~mei were used. The

non-linear least-squares fit minimized the standard deviation:

r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN

i¼1

~mei � ~mci
D~mei

� �2

vuut ; ð24Þ

where the ~mci are the calculated wavenumbers and the D~mei the

experimental uncertainties. Each experimental line positions ~mei
has the weight 1=D~mei (thus we should notice that, although they

are very few, the microwave data receive a large weight because

of the high precision of these measurements). Also, the lines of

the cold ETH spectra have a much smaller uncertainty and thus

higher weight than previous room temperature results, but the cold

spectra contain fewer lines by necessity. We obtained a global

r = 1.466. Fig. 3 shows the observed–calculated line positions and

detailed statistics for all the transitions included in the fit (as usual,

for microwave transitions, the frequency m was used instead of the

wavenumber ~m). Figs. 4 and 5 show comparisons between the new

ETH spectrum at 78 K in the Octad region and a simulation using

the same physical conditions, the present effective hamiltonian

parameters and the effective dipole moment parameters of
~lhOctad—GSi
fOctad—GSg described in the next section. In Figs. 4 and 5, we also

show a comparison with a simulation using the previous parame-

ters [59] as they were implemented up to now in the STDS data-

base; these two figures correspond to regions in which the

improvement is especially striking. Compared to Ref. [59], the Oc-

tad’s root mean square deviation dRMS has been reduced by a factor

of 11. Assignments in this region could be performed up to J = 18

(instead of 16 previously). The great improvement of the new sim-

ulations compared to the previous data can be easily seen from the

figures. The new simulations match experiment very closely,

whereas the old data simulations show large discrepancies with

experiments.

Fig. 6 shows the calculated reduced energy levels for the Octad

as defined by

~mcred ¼~mc �
X

X

tXð0;0A1ÞA1A1

fGSgfGSg ðJðJ þ 1ÞÞX=2

¼E=hc � B0JðJ þ 1Þ þ D0J
2ðJ þ 1Þ2 � � � � ð25Þ

(this simply corresponds to the subtraction of the average rotational

energy, allowing a clearer representation). The mixing between the

different bands show up clearly as J increases. Figs. 7 and 8 show the

‘‘observed” energy levels (i.e. the levels reached by observed transi-

tions) for the Octad–GS and Octad–Dyad transitions; this gives an

idea of the sampling of the Octad’s energy spectrum used in the

present fit.

The full list of the 806 new effective hamiltonian parameters in

STDS format are available through supplementary material [71].

5. Analysis of line intensities

Line intensities depend both on hamiltonian and dipole mo-

ment parameters. In particular, coupling parameters which induce

level mixings have a large influence on intensities. Thus, the global

line position fit presented above, since it has changed the effective

hamiltonian parameter values, made it necessary to refit the effec-
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tive dipole moment parameters. In principle, there exist several

possible fit strategies when combining frequency and intensity

data. In the first, one fits the line positions and line strengths in

the same global fit for all hamiltonian and dipole moment operator

parameters with some weighting scheme, as done for example in

the case of vibrational positions and intensities in CHD3 overtone

spectra [45]. In the second strategy one fits first the hamiltonian

parameters using line positions only and subsequently one fits

the electric dipole parameters using intensity data, but keeping

the hamiltonian parameters from the first step fixed. Here we used

this second strategy. As mentioned in the theoretical section,

Dyad–GS and Pentad–Dyad transitions were fitted simultaneously,

while Pentad–GS and Octad–GS transitions were fitted separately.

As in previous work [59], the same weight was applied to each

experimental intensity, i.e. no attempt was made to account for a

variable experimental uncertainty. The numbers of parameters

used in each case are given in Table 4. Compared to [59], we ex-

panded ~lhOctad—GSi
fOctad—GSg up to order 3 instead of 2, using thus a model

with 68 additional parameters (not all of them being fitted). For

Pentad–GS transitions, 4 new third order parameters were fitted

(they were fixed to 0 in [58,109]). Observed–calculated intensities

and detailed statistics are show in Fig. 9 for each of the transitions

studied. The root mean square deviation is defined in this case as

dRMS ¼ 100

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN

i¼1

Iei � Ici
Iei

� �2

vuut ; ð26Þ

where the Iei and Ici are the experimental and calculated intensities,

respectively. Fig. 10 displays the intensity fit results for the Octad–

GS transitions. The range of intensities used spans 5 orders of

magnitude.

The new effective dipole moment parameters in STDS format

are given as Supplementary material [71]. The changes compared

to previous parameters are not very large.

6. Discussion

In Table 5, we give the positions of the vibrational levels for the

Dyad, the Pentad and the Octad of 12CH4. They are obtained by cal-

culating the J = 0 levels using the effective hamiltonian parameters

obtained in the present study. The results are compared with the

previous ones, published in Ref. [44] and with theoretical results

[12,63,64]. In each case, the levels are identified by their main pro-

jection on the initial normal mode vibrational basis defined in Eq.

(11) given as a percentage. In the Pentad region the differences in

the largest projection hardly changed between prior and present

Table 5

Vibrational levels for the Dyad, the Pentad and the Octad of 12CH4 . The percentage corresponds to the biggest projection on the initial normal mode basis set.

Level From Ref. [44] This work From Ref. [12]

j Pn; ii ¼j ½½v1ð0; 0A1Þ � v2ðl2; 0C2Þ � v3ðl3; n3C3Þ
C23 � v4ðl2; n4C4Þ
Cvia ~m=cm�1 % ~m=cm�1 % ~m=cm�1b

Dyad

j P1;1i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0EÞ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
E� 0ð0;0A1Þ
Ei 1533.336 100 1533.333 100 1533.25

j P1;2i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
A1 � 1ð1; 0F2Þ
F2i 1310.762 100 1310.761 100 1311.74

Pentad

j P2;1i ¼j ½½1ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
A1 � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
A1i 2916.482 90 2916.481 92 2913.71

j P2;2i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0F2Þ
F2 � 0ð0;0A1Þ
F2i 3019.493 91 3019.493 97 3013.60

j P2;3i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 2ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
A1 � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
A1i 3063.643 100 3063.646 93 3063.49

j P2;4i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 2ð2;0EÞ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
E� 0ð0;0A1Þ
Ei 3065.142 100 3065.141 100 3065.01

j P2;5i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0EÞ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
E� 1ð1; 0F2Þ
F1i 2846.078 100 2846.074 100 2846.91

j P2;6i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0EÞ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
E� 1ð1; 0F2Þ
F2i 2830.312 93 2830.316 97 2831.53

j P2;7i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
A1 � 2ð0; 0A1Þ
A1i 2587.040 90 2587.043 97 2589.77

j P2;8i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
A1 � 2ð2; 0EÞ
Ei 2624.618 100 2624.618 100 2627.30

j P2;9i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
A1 � 2ð2; 0F2Þ
F2i 2614.262 98 2614.261 99 2616.24

Octad

j P3;1i ¼j ½½1ð0;0A1Þ � 1ð1;0EÞ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
E� 0ð0; 0A1Þ
Ei 4435.114 90 4435.120 68 4432.22

j P3;2i ¼j ½½1ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
A1 � 1ð1;0F2Þ
F2i 4223.466 83 4223.462 50 4221.85

j P3;3i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0EÞ � 1ð1; 0F2Þ
F1 � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
F1i 4537.557 91 4537.548 77 4531.37

j P3;4i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0EÞ � 1ð1; 0F2Þ
F2 � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
F2i 4543.756 84 4543.757 58 4537.82

j P3;5i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0F2Þ
F2 � 1ð1; 0F2Þ
A1i 4322.695 82 4322.704 79 4318.42

j P3;6i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0F2Þ
F2 � 1ð1; 0F2Þ
Ei 4322.179 83 4322.178 77 4317.59

j P3;7i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0F2Þ
F2 � 1ð1; 0F2Þ
F1i 4322.590 87 4322.590 94 4317.83

j P3;8i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0F2Þ
F2 � 1ð1; 0F2Þ
F2i 4319.213 91 4319.212 39d 4314.23

j P3;9i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 3ð1;0EÞ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
E� 0ð0;0A1Þ
Ei 4592.037 99 4592.028 89 4591.94

j P3;10i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 3ð3;0A1Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
A1 � 0ð0;0A1Þ
A1i 4595.586 99 4595.503 98 4595.44

j P3;11i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 3ð3; 0A2Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
A2 � 0ð0;0A1Þ
A2i 4595.275 100 4595.269 98 4595.17

j P3;12i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 2ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
A1 � 1ð1;0F2Þ
F2i 4348.712 47 4348.716 39 4350.10

j P3;13i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 2ð2; 0EÞ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
E� 1ð1;0F2Þ
F1i 4363.594 92 4363.607 84 4364.74

j P3;14i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 2ð2; 0EÞ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
E� 1ð1;0F2Þ
F2i 4378.956 54 4378.947 46c 4379.77

j P3;15i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 1ð1; 0EÞ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
E� 2ð0; 0A1Þ
Ei 4104.148 68 4101.393 83 4104.48

j P3;16i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 1ð1; 0EÞ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
E� 2ð2;0EÞ
A1i 4132.953 86 4132.861 80 4135.80

j P3;17i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 1ð1; 0EÞ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
E� 2ð2;0EÞ
A2i 4161.861 100 4161.849 98 4164.36

j P3;18i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 1ð1; 0EÞ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
E� 2ð2;0EÞ
Ei 4151.110 76 4151.205 89 4153.76

j P3;19i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 1ð1; 0EÞ � 0ð0; 0A1Þ
E� 2ð2;0F2Þ
F1i 4128.784 88 4128.763 88 4131.31

j P3;20i ¼j ½½0ð0; 0A1Þ � 1ð1;0EÞ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
E� 2ð2; 0F2Þ
F2i 4142.862 94 4142.865 86 4144.88

j P3;21i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
A1 � 3ð1;0F2Þ
F2i 3870.492 81 3870.488 91 3874.75

j P3;22i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
A1 � 3ð3;0A1Þ
A1i 3909.174 93 3909.201 95 3912.27

j P3;23i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
A1 � 3ð3;0F1Þ
F1i 3920.517 95 3920.510 90 3924.09

j P3;24i ¼j ½½0ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ � 0ð0;0A1Þ
A1 � 3ð3;0F2Þ
F2i 3930.921 95 3930.923 91 3935.34

a
v i , li , ni and Ci (i = 1–4) are the number of vibrational quanta, the vibrational angular momentum quantum number, the multiplicity index and the vibrational symmetry

for mode i, respectively; C23 is an intermediate symmetry label and Cv is the overall vibrational symmetry of the state. See also Eq. (11).
b 9-Dimension numerical calculation from an ab initio potential.
c The major contribution of the sublevel j P3;14i (i.e. ð2m2; EÞ þ m4; F2) is in fact 46 % of j P3;12i (i.e. ð2m2;A1Þ þ m4; F2).
d The major contribution of the sublevel j P3;8i (i.e. m3 þ m4; F2) is in fact 44 % of j P3;2i (i.e. m1 þ m4; F2).
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studies; for example, the values for m3, 2m2, A1 and 2m4, A1 vary by

7% or less. In the Octad, there is one rather interesting result; none

of the eigenvectors show a major contribution from the F2 sublevel

of the m3 + m4 band (level jP3,8i in Table 5). In fact, both the

4223.462 and the 4319.212 cm�1 sublevels have a major contribu-

tion from the F2 sublevel of m1 + m4 ((level jP3,2i). Such a behavior

should not be surprising due to strong couplings. For consistency

with the previous results, we identified the 4319.212 cm�1 level

with the F2 sublevel of m1 + m4 in the Table. Apart from this, the

other changes compared to [44] are relatively small, with the

exception, again in the Octad, that the F2 sublevel of 2m2(A1) + m4
and the F1 sublevel of 2m2(E) + m4 have been exchanged (levels

jP3,12i and jP3,13i). The new assignments from the cold spectrum

of the Octad especially permitted better determination of the

m2 + 2m4 levels.

Of course, a definitive meaning of ‘‘assignment” can only be gi-

ven for the symmetries of a level and its relative energy in the set

of levels. It is of some interest to compare the experimental results

with the theoretical work of Wang and Carrington also given in Ta-

ble 5. The discrepancies are quite variable and increase up to val-

ues exceeding 6 cm�1. The origin of the discrepancy resides

presumably in the potential surface used in the work of

[12,63,64]. There is a trend for larger differences between experi-

ment and theory at the higher energies. In this context we may re-

fer to the accurate determination of the m2 + 2m3 origin (J = 0,F2 or

F�1 in S�4 [61]) in the much higher energy Icosad at

7510.3378 ± 0.001 cm�1, which differs from the results of

[12,63,64] by more than 10 cm�1, a difference which had escaped

notice in [12]. Systematic adjustments of analytical potentials

[6,9] can remove such differences.

Table 6 gives the fit statistics for all the vibrational sublevels of

the Dyad, Pentad and Octad. We can see that lines have been as-

signed for all sublevels, giving a good sampling of the polyads un-

der consideration. The same table also gives intensity sums at

296 K for each subband and for each band with, in the case of

the Octad, a comparison with the previous results of Hilico et al.

[59]. Some significant changes can be observed.

7. Conclusion

We have presented here new experimental results and a de-

tailed reinvestigation of the available high-resolution spectro-

scopic data for methane 12CH4 in the 0–4800 cm�1 region,

performing a global analysis of this whole region for line position

and intensity (dipole moment) fits for all the cold bands under con-

sideration as well as for some hot bands. All strong bands seem to

be very well represented but further improvements might be

needed to represent the weaker methane transitions in this region.

The present prediction will permit more assignments to be made

to higher J values, and these can then be included in further adjust-

ments. Additional line intensities in both the center and wings of

the Octad (see Fig. 10) can be measured andmodeled, although this

process would be greatly facilitated by a corresponding analysis of

the strongest bands of the 13CH4 Octad. The Pentad of 13CH4 has

Table 6

Fit statistics and intensity sums at 296 K for each vibrational sublevel in the Dyad (P1), Pentad (P2) and Octad (P3) of
12CH4.

Polyad Level Sublevel Line positions Line intensities Intensity sum/(cm�2 atm�1) at 296 K

Nb. data dRMS/10
�3 cm�1 Nb. data dRMS/% This work Hilico et al. [59]

Per sublevel Per band Per band

P1 m2 E 473 0.13 429 3.4 1.34 1.34

m4 F2 1114 0.14 760 3.4 127.68 127.68

P2 m1 A1 156 1.33 19 3.7 0.048 0.05

m3 F2 724 0.74 890 2.5 269.92 269.92

2m2 l2 = 0, A1 98 0.64 62 3.8 0.089 0.79

l2 = 2, E 370 0.62 305 4.6 0.70

m2 + m4 F1 662 0.59 396 3.4 2.51 9.34

F2 723 0.52 428 2.4 6.63

2m4 l4 = 0, A1 238 0.46 25 3.1 0.024 1.38

l4 = 2, E 425 0.41 159 2.5 0.31

l4 = 2, F2 1038 0.44 302 2.3 1.05

P3 m1 + m2 E 154 5.04 34 13.9 0.027 0.03 0.07

m1 + m4 F2 586 2.92 230 6.1 7.84 7.84 6.27

m2 + m3 F1 624 2.96 333 7.8 0.51 1.77 1.78

F2 605 2.91 344 10.1 1.26

m3 + m4 A1 113 5.47 43 6.1 0.50 10.24 11.80

E 416 4.91 170 9.6 2.23

F1 1165 4.31 448 7.5 6.23

F2 236 3.52 82 6.7 1.28

3m2 l2 = 1, E 144 3.82 92 11.9 0.017 0.03 0.03

l2 = 3, A1 27 5.14 21 13.8 0.0028

l2 = 3, A2 81 4.57 56 12.2 0.011

2m2 + m4 l2 = 0,F2 293 5.39 71 16.8 0.55 0.93 0.63

l2 = 2, F1 161 5.21 29 15.0 0.15

l2 = 2, F2 218 5.36 56 20.0 0.23

m2 + 2m4 l4 = 0,E 208 2.45 10 9.4 0.070 0.92 0.86

l4 = 2, A1 5 1.94 4 9.1 0.0022

l4 = 2, A2 55 2.89 18 12.5 0.079

l4 = 2, E 217 1.94 89 10.1 0.26

l4 = 2, F1 277 2.29 87 15.1 0.17

l4 = 2, F2 479 2.77 184 11.2 0.34

3m4 l4 = 1,F2 697 1.85 342 7.2 0.59 0.83 0.82

l4 = 3, A1 18 1.63 12 4.4 0.0073

l4 = 3, F1 562 2.03 242 8.1 0.096

l4 = 3, F2 570 2.26 265 9.2 0.14

Total Octad intensity/(cm�2 atm�1) at 296 K 22.60 22.26
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been the subject to a recent analysis and experimental results for

the Octad exist from this work as well [110]. It would also be pos-

sible to investigate hot bands in more detail. In particular, it would

be interesting to analyze intensities for many of the 16 possible Oc-

tad–Dyad hot bands in the Pentad region and perhaps even a few of

the 40 possible Octad–Pentad hot bands in the Dyad region.

The present results represent a very significant improvement

compared to previous studies [59]. The hamiltonian and dipole

moment parameters given here should be sufficiently reliable to

allow a successful (and long-awaited) analysis of further polyads

such as the Tetradecad and Icosad. They would also certainly be

very useful to improve the knowledge of potential energy and di-

pole moment surfaces of CH4 [4–9]. Already now we can extract

as an example a particular property of the potential hypersurface

from the present global fit up to and including the Octad: The

empirical position of the global minimum defined by the re bond

length of the CH bond in methane. We find here a ‘‘best” empirical

value of re = 108.47 pm for 12CH4. This can be compared with a re-

cent ab initio value of re = 108.59 pm [111]. There have been a re-

cent result for CH2D2 giving (108.55 ± 0.14) pm [112] where also

an extensive discussion of variety of results was given. As was dis-

cussed there, as well as in [4,9], the differences are a signature of

the ‘‘real” uncertainty of the empirical data rather than of underly-

ing effects such as non-Born–Oppenheimer behavior. In [4,9] it was

concluded from a full dimensional quantum Monte Carlo analysis

on the potential hyperface to obtain an accurate empirically ad-

justed expectation value for r0 and consequently re, that such a

careful analysis leads to a best estimate re = (108.6 ± 0.2) pm which

agrees with the above mentioned empirical values within the

uncertainties. Further improvement would be possible along the

same lines with a two step procedure. First, the present data can

be used to obtain an improved ‘‘empirical” 9-dimensional potential

hypersurface. Second, this surface can then be analyzed for re and

for the corresponding uncertainty.

Finally, the present global analysis should advance atmospheric

and planetary remote sensing in both the Pentad and Octad regions

because the weaker lines of 12CH4 are now predicted with better

certainty.
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